ACTIVITY PROGRAM FOR YOUNG EXCHANGE
A2 ( Jauniešu apmaiņa)

Aktivitātes n°

Biedrība "Atbalsts Valkas ģimenēm"
Member KINONIKI SINETAIRISTIKI EPICHERISIELLINIKI SYMMETOCHI NEON
organizatio EVROPSKE CENTRUM MLADEZE BRECLAV EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTRE BRECLAV Z. S.
ns MTÜ Nurmest
Institute Perspectives
Venue

City

Country

Ausmas, Ērģemes pagasts, Valkas novads
Time

Activities
08.09.18.Check-in Day

Start date

Duration
Duration
of activity
Days spent
End date (excluding
on the road
days spent
traveling)
20.09.18.
12
2

Latvija
09.09.18.
Event program
A detailed description of the non-formal learning methods
used

Latvian partners. Support activities: Welcoming
participants.
Going
to thewill
exchange
site.
15.00-17.00
Check in
A schedule
of participants'
arrivals
be drawn
up to help
17.00-17.30
Coffee break
them
reach will
the exchange
From
Valkaand
to the
All
partners
be notifiedsite.
about
arrivals
the exchange
scheduled
17.30-19.00
Check in
arrival time of each partner.
19.00-20.00 Getting to know each
Supper
other evening, those who
20.00.-23.00
come
Activities in the evening. Estonian partner.
09.09.2018. The first day ,Sunday
8.00:9.00
breakfast
9.00:11.00
Check in
11.00-11.30
Coffee break
Various individual, pairs, and group tasks designed to allow
11.30-13.00 Members arrival, getting to know participants
participants to get to know other words, interests,
13:00:15.00
Meet thelunch
participants.
A team task usually carried out at the beginning of a training
15.00-17.00
Ice breaking activities.
or project to break ice between participants and create a
17.00-17.30
Coffee
break
Cheerful
activities(Energizer)
EST
Information about the exchange project.
The presentation,
which
will highlight the objectives
of the
17.30-19.00
Project goals, tasks, activities, overview
project, tasks. Work individually - what I expect from a
19.00-20.00
Getting to knowSupper
each other. Introducing
Within the framework of the project, young people will try
20.00.-23.00
companies where young people will get
10 jobs, which will be provided by 3 companies and several
10.09.2018.The second day ,monday
8.00:9.00
breakfastThe meaning of
Presentation on Youtpass.
9.00:11.00
learning. Learning documentation
11.0011.30
Coffee break
11.3013.00
Activity Labor market analysis.
13:00:15.0
0
lunch work "My SWID"
Getting to work! Individual
15.00self-assessment. Work by interest groups "Our
17.00
CV"
17.0017.30
Coffee break
17.30Presentation "Our CV"
19.00

Skills and abilities that will be obtained during the project
Youtpass importance of filling. Greek partner
Pēc kafijas pauzes Uzmundrinošās aktivitātes(Energizer)
BUL
Each partner makes a job announcement
at home as one of
the current vacancies in their region. Vacation fairs. Role
playing. The activity will help assess each participant's
Individual work - Self-assessment of strengths, weaknesses
of the parties. such participants will try to assess what skills
they have and which ones they want to improve, and which
Enthusiastic
(Energizer)
in Bulgaria
Participants
in the activities
groups present
their CV
and tell about
motivation, because they want to work exactly this job.
Czech partner

19.0020.00
20.00.22.00
8.00:9.00
09.00:12.0
0
12.0013.00
13.0016.00
16.0016.30
16:30:19.3
0
20.0021.00
21.0022.00

Supper
Intercultural Evening
The Czech National
Activities during which a group of members presents their
Evening. Evaluation activities, group leader country and its characteristic culture to other members of the
meetings
national group. Daily evaluation. Czech partner
11.09.2018.Third day, tuesday
Breakfast, getting ready for work trips
groups of participants are going to try out works on
schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then it changes.
Getting to work!
The band trials 3 days a day. Real engagement - by means of
lunch
Getting to work!
Coffee break
Getting to work!
Supper

0
20.0021.00

A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
For each work done, a questionnaire with assessment and
learning competences and their assessment will be
developed. At the end of each work, the participant

Daily evaluation activities
Leader Meetings
12.09.2018. Fourth day, Wednesday
breakfast- theme Jobs and
Stereotypes and prejudices
Work in groups - steoriti about works that have developed.
professions.
How to change them. Work in groups about steroids and

8.00:9.00
9.00:11.00
11.0011.30
Coffee
break
Exhibition Young
people's
study, work, rest,
11.30- living space in the EU, in their own country and
13.00
in their own place of residence.
13:00:15.0
0
lunch
IThe opportunities for
young people to study,
15.00work, rest, and live in the EU, in their own
17.00
country and at their place of residence.
17.0017.30
break
Discussion "I'mCoffee
going to
live on .." Rating of
17.30visitors of the exhibition - the place for the best
19.00
work, study place
19.0020.00
Supper
20.00.Intercultural Evening The Greek National
22.00
Evening.

8.00:9.00
09.00:12.0
0
12.0013.00
13.0016.00
16.0016.30
16:30:19.3

A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
it changes. The band trials 3 days a day. Real engagement -

After in
a coffee
Enhancer
activitybuilding
(Energizer)
LAT
Work
partnerbreak,
groups
and exhibition
- Europe,
Latvia, Greece, Czech Republic, Estonia, Bulgaria - rural
life Each partner will create a stand with opportunities for
Work in partner groups and exhibition building - Europe,
Latvia, Greece, Czech Republic, Estonia, Bulgaria - rural
life Each partner will create a stand with opportunities for
After
a coffee
Enhancing
activities
EST
Visit
of thebreak,
exhibition,
evaluation
of the(Energizer)
best stands.
Discussion on the information and opportunities available to
young people in Europe. What seemed most useful. Estonian
Activities during which a group of members presents their
country and its characteristic culture to other members of the
national group. Evening Assessment Greek Partner.

13.09.2018.Fifth day, Thursday
Breakfast, preparation for work trips
A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
Getting to work!
it changes. The band trials 3 days a day. Real engagement lunch
Getting to work!
Coffee break
Getting to work!
Supper

(Energizer)
A team of 3 Enthusiastic
members andactivities
one gupas
leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
it changes. The band trials 3 days a day. Real engagement A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then

21.0022.00

8.00:9.00
9.00:11.00
11.0011.30
11.3013.00
13:00:15.0
0
15.0017.00
17.0017.30
17.3019.00
19.0020.00
20.00.22.00

For each work done, a questionnaire with assessment and
learning competences and their assessment will be
developed. At the end of each work, the participant

Daily evaluation activities
Leaders' next days Plans
14.09.2018.Sixth day, Friday
breakfast
Recreation day Sport well Sporting Healthy, Relaxing Exercises Bulgarian Partner
Coffee break

After a Coffee Break Enhancer Activity (Energizer)

Rest Day, Music

Music Greek partner

lunch
Rest Day Cinema Day
Coffee break
Healthy food in the countryside

A healty food sense of food for young people - a creative
workshop. Estonian partner

Supper

After
a Coffee
Break
Activity (Energizer)
The
story
of a good
restEnhancer
in the countryside
- a medicinal
bathhouse. Presentations about sauna traditions for each
Health in the countryside. Sauna traditions
partner. Bathhouse and swimmers, spa treatments Latvian
15.09.2018. Seventh day ,saturday

8.00:9.00
09.00:12.0
0
12.0013.00
13.0016.00
16.0016.30
16:30:19.3

Breakfast, preparation for work trips

0
20.0021.00
21.0022.00

Getting to work!

8.00:9.00
9.00:11.00
11.0011.30
11.3013.00
13:00:15.0
0
15.0017.00
17.0017.30
17.3019.00
19.0020.00

Thanks for the cinema. Cinema Czech partner

Getting to work!
lunch
Getting to work!
Coffee break

Supper
Daily evaluation activities

A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
(Energizer)
A team of 3 Enthusiastic
members andactivities
one gupas
leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
it changes. The band trials 3 days a day. Real engagement A team of 3 members and one gupas leader is going to try
the work on schedule. For each group, 3 jobs per day. Then
For each work done, a questionnaire with assessment and
learning competences and their assessment will be
developed. At the end of each work, the participant

16.09.2018. Eighth day, Sunday
breakfast
Tourism is one of the opportunities in the
The Latvian partners have the task of already pitching
countryside.
exchanges to plan this activity. Plans for a tour of the outing
Coffee break
Tourism is one of the opportunities in the
countryside.

The Latvian partners have the task of already pitching
exchanges to plan this activity. Plans for a tour of the outing
with wheels, hiking in Omuļi-Piksari-Kārķi-Omuļi. 2 routes

lunch

Coffee break

The Latvian partners have the task of already pitching
exchanges to plan this activity. Plans for a tour of the outing
with wheels, hiking in Omuļi-Piksari-Kārķi-Omuļi. 2 routes
An assessment will be launched. Impressions and lessons
learned. Latvian partners

Atpūta

Rest

Supper

Supper

Tourism Day

Activities during which a group of members presents their
country and its characteristic culture to other members of the
International Day of Latvia
national group.
17.09.2018. Ninth day ,Monday
8.00:9.00 Thoughts on the topic
breakfast
"What is the way I want Working in groups "Ideas Storm" for finding new solutions,
9.00:11.00 to work" Presentation 10 work - the best work
suggestions. Presentation of the project "Best work in the
11.0011.30
Coffee break
After
a Coffee
Break
Activity
(Energizer)
Every
member's
work
is inEnhancer
the works.
Presenting
your future
11.30The storm of ideas on "What is the way I want
job, which I want to do. Summarize young people's
13.00
to work"
initiatives, experiences and suggestions for possible posts
13:00:15.0
0
lunch
Working in groups. By gathering young people's initiatives,
15.00experiences and suggestions on the possible positions they
17.00
Future professions
would like to do in the countryside and what suggestions
17.0017.30
Coffee break
After a Coffee Break Enhancer Activity (Energizer)
17.30Working in groups. Summarize young people's initiatives,
19.00
Future professions
experiences and suggestions about what they would like to
19.0020.00
Supper
20.00.Daily evaluation. Outdoor cinema evening and
22.00
shadow dancing
Bulgarian partner
18.08.2018. Tenth day, tuesday
8.00:9.00 Work at the final event
breakfast
Theater production "I go
Work to prepare the final event. All partners. Meeting,
9.00:11.00
to look for work in 2020 year"
nature distribution, Responsible, deadlines, Media plan. All
11.0011.30
Coffee break
Aftertoa prepare
Coffee Break
Enhancer
Activity
(Energizer)
Work
the final
event. All
partners.
Meeting,
11.30- Work at the final event Theater production "I go nature distribution, Responsible, deadlines, Media plan. All
13.00
to look for work in 2020 year"
partners
13:00:15.0
0
lunch
15.00- Work at the final event Theater production "I go
17.00
to look for work in 2020 year"
Discussions, attempts, material blanks All partenes
17.0017.30
Coffee break
Work to prepare the final event. All partners. Meeting,
17.30nature distribution, Responsible, deadlines, Media plan. All
19.00
Preparing for the closing event
partners
19.0020.00
Supper
After a Coffee Break Enhancer Activity (Energizer)
20.00.Participants share the impressions and competences that
22.00
Daily evaluation, Leaders' meeting
have been gained as measured.
19.09.2018. Eleventh day, Wednesday
8.00:9.00
breakfast
Presentation of project results individually. Target
9.00:11.00
Preparing for the closing event
Recovery.
11.0011.30
Coffee break
Afterbusiness
a Coffeepeople
Break will
Enhancer
Activity
(Energizer)
0 local
be invited
to take
part in the
11.30activity. Presentation of project results "What I would
13.00
Round Table Discussions with Employers
change, implement, do otherwise to work with you" How I
13:00:15.0
0
lunch
15.00- Work at the final event Theater production "I go Individual presentations, group presentations, speeches,
17.00
to look for work in 2020 year"
improvisations Czech partners
17.0017.30
20.00.22.00

17.3019.00
19.0020.00
20.00.22.00

Sharing the lessons learned from the project. Ideas that were
expected from the event, what are the future goals. the event,
all invite partners and presses have been invited.

Evening event

20.09.2018. Twelfth day, Friday
8.00:9.00
9.00:11.00
11.00-11.30
11.30-13.00
13:00:15.0
0
15.0017.00
17.0017.30
17.3019.00
19.0020.00
20.00.22.00
9.00

breakfast
Youtpass Fill
Coffee break
Youtpass Fill
lunch
Evaluation activities, parting activities
Coffee break
Evaluation activities, issuance of youtpass

Learning Assessment, youtpass Filling in the Greek Partner
After a Coffee Break Enhancer Activity (Energizer)
Learning Assessment, youtpass Filling in the Greek Partner
Creativity Day. Farewell event The creative mug. Each
participant makes up his pit with the slogan that will be
taken from this exchange. Everyone leaves each one.
Project evaluation. Goals that were installed. Benefits,
sharing experience, follow-up to the project. Latvian
partners

Supper

21.08.18. Izbraukšanas diena
breakfast

Going home

